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A
A3 adjective European standard size
A3

paper, twice the size of A4: 297 x
420mm
A4 adjective European standard size
paper, 210 x 297mm
A5 adjective European standard size
paper, half the size of A4: 148 x 210mm
AACR 2 Rev noun Anglo-American
cataloguing rules, revised second
version
A&I abbreviation abstracting and
indexing
ABA abbreviation American Booksellers’ Association
abbreviate /əbriviet/ verb to make
shorter by leaving out some letters or by
using only the first few letters of each
word
abbreviated entry /ə brivetd
entri/ noun a shortened form of a bibliographic entry usually giving author,
title and date only
abbreviated text /ə bivietd
tekst/ noun text which is shorter than
the original
abbreviation /ə brivieʃ(ə)n/ noun
a short form of a word
ability /əblti/ noun a quality or skill
which makes it possible to do something
-ability /əblti/ suffix added to adjectives ending in -able to form nouns
referring to a quality or state, e.g. readability
able /eb(ə)l/ adjective quick to learn
in an educational environment
abridge /əbrd/ verb to make something shorter
abridged document /ə brdd
dɒkjumənt/ noun a written document
A4

A5

AACR 2 Rev

A&I

ABA

abbreviate

|

abbreviated entry

|

abbreviated text

|

abbreviation

|

|

ability

|

-ability

able

abridge

|

abridged document

|

which has been made shorter while
keeping the main points
abridged edition /əbrdd 
dʃ(ə)n/ noun a shortened text but
keeping the main points or story
abridgement /əbrdmənt/ noun a
shortened version of a book
abstract noun /bstrkt/ a
summary of the contents of a document
쐽 verb /bstrkt/ to summarise the
main points of a document
abridged edition

|

|

abridgement

|

abstract

|

abstracting

and

abstracting and indexing

indexing

/ bstrktŋ ənd ndeksŋ/ noun the

making of summaries and indexes for
articles and books. Abbr A&I
abstracting journal /əbstrktŋ
dnəl/ noun a journal containing
summaries of documents or articles in a
given field
ac abbreviation 1. in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for academic
organisations 2. in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Ascension
Island
academic / kədemk/ adjective
relating to studying 쐽 noun a person
who teaches or does research usually in
higher education
academic library / kədemk
labrəri/ noun a library which serves
an academic community such as a
university or college
academic session / kədemk
seʃ(ə)n/ noun a school or university
year, or one complete part of a year, e.g.
a term or semester
academy /əkdəmi/ noun 1. an
educational institution devoted to a
particular subject 2. a secondary school
which has been set up in cooperation
abstracting journal

|

ac

academic

|

academic library

academic session

academy

|
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with private organisations such as businesses or voluntary groups
accent /ksənt/ noun a mark put
above or below a letter in writing or
printing to show how it should be
pronounced
access /kses/ noun the opportunity
or right to use something 쑗 They were
given access to all relevant information.
쐽 verb to obtain, examine or be able to
reach something 쑗 You can access this
information in a library or on a
computer.
access code /kses kəυd/ noun a
code used for information retrieval to
show where something can be found
access course /kses kɔs/ noun a
course of study designed for people
without formal educational qualifications, so that they can gain entry to
higher education
accessibility /ək sesblti/ noun
the quality of being able to be found and
used
accessible /əksesb(ə)l/ adjective
easy to find and use
accession /əkseʃ(ə)n/ noun a new
addition to a library or collection
accession list /əkseʃ(ə)n lst/
noun a list of new purchases or additions to a library
accession number /əkseʃ(ə)n
nmbə/ noun a consecutive number
used to identify new additions to a
library or collection in an inventory
system
accession register /əkseʃ(ə)n
redstə/ noun a physical record of
new purchases or additions to a library
or collection
access name /kses nem/ noun a
unique name that identifies an object in
a database
access number /kses nmbə/
noun the telephone number used to link
to an Internet service provider or other
network provider using a dial-up
connection
access point /kses pɔnt/ noun a
transceiver in a wireless local area
network that connects a wired local area
network to wireless devices or that
connects wireless devices to each other
accent

access

access code

access course

accessibility

|

|

accessible

|

accession

|

accession list

|

accession number

|

accession register

|

access name

access number

access point

access time /kses tam/ noun the
time taken to get into a computer
program
accompany /əkmp(ə)ni/ verb to
play a musical instrument to provide a
second part for a piece of music
account /əkaυnt/ verb 왍 to take
account of something, to take something into account to consider something when you are thinking about a
situation
accountant /əkaυntənt/ noun a
person whose job is to keep the financial
accounts for a business
accounting /əkaυntŋ/ noun the
process of keeping financial records for
a company or organisation
accounting period /əkaυntŋ
pəriəd/ noun a period of time at the
end of which a company’s accounts are
closed for checking
accounting year /əkaυntŋ jə/
noun any period of twelve months
which an organisation uses to control its
money 쑗 Many universities have an
accounting year from August to August.
accounts /əkaυnts/ plural noun
detailed records of money received and
spent by a business or person
accreditation
/ə kredteʃ(ə)n/
noun the granting of official approval to
a person or organisation, or the condition of having received this approval
‘…the exams, certificates and other
pieces of paper that go with CILIP
education and accreditation really
benefit info pros; raising their profile,
and that of the whole profession.’
[Information World Review]
accumulate /əkjumjυlet/ verb to
collect things over a period of time 쑗 We
have accumulated a large collection of
reference materials.
accumulation /ə kjumjυleʃ(ə)n/
noun the act of collecting items gained
over a period of time
accurate
/kjυrət/
adjective
capable of providing information in
accordance with an accepted standard
acetate /stet/ noun transparent
plastic used for writing or drawing on,
for use with an overhead projector
access time

accompany

|

account

|

accountant

|

accounting

|

accounting period

|

accounting year

|

accounts

|

accreditation

|

|

accumulate

|

accumulation

|

accurate

acetate

|
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achievement /ətʃivmənt/ noun
achievement

|

something which somebody has
succeeded in doing, often after considerable effort
acid-free paper / sd fri pepə/
noun paper which has had certain acid
chemicals removed, so that it will not
become yellow and brittle with age
acidic paper /ə sdk pepə/ noun
paper which is made from naturally
acidic wood pulp or chemicals used in
the manufacturing process, which deteriorates quickly
acid process /sd prəυses/ noun
the process of making chemical paper
pulp using acid
acknowledge /əknɒld/ verb to
inform the sender that a message or
object has been received
acknowledgement
/ək
nɒldmənt/ noun a piece of text
printed at the beginning of a written
document thanking people who have
helped in its production (NOTE:
acid-free paper

acidic paper

|

acid process

acknowledge

|

acknowledgement

|

Acknowledgement is usually used in
the plural.)
COMMENT:

The acknowledgements may
also include references to institutions
which have given permission to quote
copyright material or to use copyright
photographs. The acknowledgements
are usually placed after the verso of the
title page and before the preface; if short,
they can be listed at the end of the
preface itself.

acoustic hood /ə kustk hυd/
acoustic hood

|

noun a soundproof covering placed over

such things as public telephones or
computer printers, to cut out noise
acquiescence
/ kwies(ə)ns/
noun agreement with what somebody
wants to do
acquire /əkwaə/ verb 1. to obtain or
buy something 쑗 to acquire the paperback rights to a new novel 2. to gain a
skill
acquisition / kwzʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
an object or item which is obtained,
purchased or received as a donation to a
library 2. learning or obtaining a skill 쑗
The acquisition of a new language is a
long process.
acquisition policy / kwzʃ(ə)n
pɒlsi/ noun a plan for what types of
stock will be bought by a library
acquiescence

|

acquire

|

acquisition

|

acquisition policy

|

acute accent
‘The British Library is to stop
collecting every book, magazine and
journal printed in Britain because it
has nowhere to store them… The
government’s decision to review the
library’s acquisition policy follows
news that shelves at its new £450m St
Pancras site will be full before the
building opens.’ [Sunday Times]
acquisition
register
/ kw
zʃ(ə)n redstə/ noun a list of all
books and materials obtained by a
library
Acrobat /krəυbt/ a trademark for
a file format developed by Adobe
Systems, which describes a graphics,
text and indexing system that allows the
same screen image or page layout file to
be displayed on different hardware
acronym /krənm/ noun a word
made from the initial letters of other
words, e.g. DIANE Direct Information
Access Network Europe
action shot /kʃən ʃɒt/ noun a still
photograph showing an action taking
place
activate /ktvet/ verb to cause
something to start working
active /ktv/ adjective busy, being
used, working
active
database
/ ktv
detəbes/ noun a database file
currently being accessed by a database
management program
active vocabulary / ktv vəυ
kbjυləri/ noun the range of words
that somebody normally uses in speech
or writing, as opposed to words he or
she understands when used by others
activity /ktvti/ noun a job or task
you spend time doing
activity log /ktvti lɒ$/ noun a
written account of things that are done
in a given period of time 쑗 She kept an
activity log of her daily tasks for one
week.
Act of Parliament / kt əv
pɑləmənt/ noun in the UK, a decision
which has been approved by Parliament
and so becomes law (NOTE: The US
acquisition register

|

Acrobat

acronym

action shot

activate

active

active database

active vocabulary

|

activity

|

activity log

|

Act of Parliament

equivalent is Act of Congress.)
acute accent /ə kjut ksənt/
noun a mark usually over the letter e (é)
acute accent

|

to show how it should be pronounced
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ad1 /d/ noun same as advertisement
ad2 abbreviation in Internet addresses,
ad

ad

the top-level domain for Andorra
adapt /ədpt/ verb to change a
person or thing in order to make it suitable for a specific purpose 쑗 Has the
play been adapted for the cinema? 쑗
She adapted the story for TV.
adaptation / dpteʃ(ə)n/ noun a
film or play based on a story or novel
adapter /ədptə/ noun somebody
who adapts a literary work to another
format, e.g. a novel to a play
added entry / dd entri/ noun a
secondary entry in an index or catalogue
addendum /ədendəm/ noun an
additional section at the end of a document giving extra information (NOTE:
adapt

|

adaptation

|

adapter

|

added entry

addendum

|

The plural is addenda.)
addition /ədʃ(ə)n/ noun something
extra to what is already there 왍 in addiaddition

|

tion to something added 쑗 There is a
lending charge in addition to the reservation fee.
address /ədres/ noun 1. details of
where somebody lives or where their
business premises are 2. a label, number
or name which locates where information is stored 쐽 verb to deal with something 쑗 He addressed the problem.
addressee / dresi/ noun the
person to whom a letter, package or
communication is addressed
address
harvester
/ədres
hɑvstə/ noun a computer program
that collects email addresses from the
Internet
adequate /dkwət/ adjective large
or good enough for the purpose
adherent /ədhərənt/ noun somebody who holds a particular belief or
view or supports a particular group
adhesive /ədhisv/ noun a
substance used to make things stick
together
adhesive
binding
/əd hisv
bandŋ/ noun a type of binding where
the folds of the signatures are trimmed,
and not sewn, the cover being glued to
the cut pages. Also called perfect
address

|

addressee

|

address harvester

|

adequate

adherent

|

adhesive

|

adhesive binding

|

binding

hoc

adjacent

|

adjustable shelving

|

administer

|

administration

|

|

Adobe

|

adopt

|

ADS

adult education

|

adult literacy

adult literacy programme

advance

|

advance copy

|

advanced

|

advance information sheet

|

hɒk/ adjective
unplanned or only organised to meet a

ad
ad hoc

particular short-term unexpected situation
adjacent /ədes(ə)nt/ adjective
next to or near to something
adjustable
shelving
/ə
dstəb(ə)l ʃelvŋ/ noun library
shelves which can be raised or lowered
to meet the requirements of differentsized books
administer /ədmnstə/ verb to be
responsible for managing a company,
institution or country
administration
/əd mn
streʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a group of people
who are responsible for the management of a company, institution or
country 2. the range of activities
connected with management
Adobe /ədəυbi/ a trade name for a
leading producer of graphics and
desktop publishing software
adopt /ədɒpt/ verb to accept ideas,
plans or attitudes and be willing to carry
them out
ADS abbreviation advertisement
delivery system
adult education / dlt edjυ
keʃ(ə)n/ noun courses designed especially for adults outside the formal
system of schooling
adult literacy / dlt lt(ə)rəsi/
noun the level of reading and writing
ability in the adult population of a
community
adult literacy programme / dlt
lt(ə)rəsi
prəυ$rm/ noun a
programme to teach adults to read and
write
advance
/ədvɑns/
adjective
happening or arriving before the
expected time
advance copy /ədvɑns kɒpi/
noun a copy of a book sent to people
such as reviewers and the author before
the official publication date
advanced /ədvɑnst/ adjective 1.
modern and developed from earlier
versions 2. at a high level of study or
achievement 쑗 courses for both beginners and advanced students
advance information sheet /əd
vɑns nfəmeʃ(ə)n ʃit/ noun full
form of AI

/ d

|
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advance order /əd vɑns ɔdə/
advance order

|

noun an order for goods or services to

be supplied at a later date
advertisement
/ədvtsmənt/
noun a notice which shows that something is for sale or that a service is
offered or that someone wants something or that a job is vacant, etc. 쑗 to put
an advertisement in the paper 쑗 to
answer an advertisement in the paper
advertisement

|

advertisement delivery system
advertisement delivery system

/əd vtsmənt dlv(ə)ri sstəm/
noun a digital file format used in the
|

|

advertisement file

|

advertisement page

|

advocacy

aerial

aero

af

affiliate

|

affirmative

|

afford

|

AFNOR

A format paperback

After Dark / ɑftə dɑk/ noun a nonprime time database service of BRS
allowing access to the database at
cheaper rates at night
afterword /ɑftəwd/ noun a short
piece of text placed at the end of a book
sometimes used for a note about the
author, especially if the author has died
since the first printing of the book
ag abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Antigua and
Barbuda
agate line /$ət lan/ noun US a
measure of page space, e.g. in classified
advertising, one column wide and 1.8
mm deep
agenda /ədendə/ noun a list of
items to be discussed at a meeting
agent /edənt/ noun somebody who
arranges work or business for other
people for a fee
age of information / ed əv nfə
meʃ(ə)n/ noun a description of the
period in history during the second half
of the twentieth century when
computers made information easily
accessible to large numbers of people
aggregation services / $re
$eʃ(ə)n svsz/ plural noun services which allow information from
different places (in digital form) to be
available in one single place
‘Google was today accused of stifling
the media industry’s profits by with its
news aggregation service. A panel of
media executives speaking at the
Online
Publishers
Association
conference said that the search engine
was infringing on their audience and
revenues by aggregating headlines
and stories into its Google News
service.’ [The Guardian]
agreement /ə$rimənt/ noun a
formal document stating what two or
more people have decided together
afterword

ag

agate line

transmission of mono and colour
images. Abbr ADS
advertisement file /ədvtsmənt
fal/ noun a file of advertisements
arranged by the name of the product or
firm
advertisement
page
/əd
vtsmənt ped/ noun a page facing
the title page of a book, which may have
a list of other works in the same series or
by the same author
advertising /dvətazŋ/ noun the
act of telling people about products or
events in order to make them want to
buy them or take part
advocacy /dvəkəsi/ noun active
verbal support for and promotion of a
cause
aerial /eəriəl/ noun a device which
enables a radio or television to receive
signals
aero in Internet addresses, the generic
top-level domain for the aviation
industry
af abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Afghanistan
affiliate /əfliet/ verb to form a close
official link with an organisation
affirmative /əfmətv/ adjective
meaning ‘yes’ or agreement or approval
afford /əfɔd/ verb 1. to be able to
allow something to happen 쑗 We cannot
afford another argument. 2. to have
enough money to pay for something
AFNOR /fnɔ/ abbreviation Association Française de Normalisation
A format paperback / e fɔmt
pepəbk/ noun a paperback with the
format 178 x 111mm
advertising

ai
After Dark

agenda

|

agent

age of information

|

aggregation services

|

agreement

|

Agricultural System for Storing and Subsequently Selecting Information

Agricultural System for Storing
and Subsequently Selecting
Information noun a software package
of particular use to employees in agricultural information. Abbr ASSASSIN
ai abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Anguilla
ai
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AI1 noun a document which is put
together by a publishing company to
provide marketing information about a
book before publication. Full form
AI

advance information sheet
AI2 abbreviation artificial intelligence
aim /em/ noun what an action or plan
AI

aim

is intended to achieve
aim for /em fɔ/ verb to plan or hope
to achieve something
airmail /eəmel/ noun a system of
transporting letters and packages by air
airmail
envelope
/eəmel
envələυp/ noun a lightweight envelope usually of blue paper with a red,
white and blue striped edging, used for
sending letters by air to foreign countries
airport fiction /eəpɔt fkʃ(ə)n/
noun a type of fiction which sells well at
airports, generally because it is not
serious and is therefore easy to read on
a plane journey
al abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Albania
ALA abbreviation 1. Associate of the
Library Association 2. American
Library Association
album /lbəm/ noun a collection in
book form of short literary or musical
pieces or pictures
algorithm /l$ərð(ə)m/ noun a
logical sequence of steps for solving a
problem, often written out as a flow
chart, that can be translated into a
computer program
alias /eliəs/ noun 1. a name used
instead of a real name. 쒁 allonym, pseudonym 2. a copy of a computer application
align /əlan/ verb to place two objects
side by side in a line
alignment /əlanmənt/ noun the
ordering of lines of type relative to a
margin or line
allocate /ləket/ verb to give a
particular amount of money, goods or
tasks to somebody for a particular
purpose
allocation / ləkeʃ(ə)n/ noun the
specified amount of something allowed
for a particular purpose 쑗 All the staff
aim for

airmail

airmail envelope

airport fiction

al

ALA

album

algorithm

alias

align

|

alignment

|

allocate

allocation

|

had an allocation of time for extra
study.
allocation of funds / ləkeʃ(ə)n
əv fndz/ noun how much money is
given to each person or department for a
specific purpose
allonym /lənm/ noun a false name
often used by authors. 쒁 alias, pseuallocation of funds

allonym

donym

all over style / ɔl əυvə stal/ noun
all over style

a style of cover decoration which uses
the whole cover instead of just the front
allow /əlaυ/ verb to give permission
allowance /əlaυəns/ noun the
amount of something given for a
specific purpose 쑗 They were given an
allowance of money to buy children’s
books.
all published / ɔl pblʃt/ noun a
catalogue entry to show that a series or
periodical run has not been completed
all rights reserved / ɔl rats r
zvd/ phrase printed on books and
documents to show that they are subject
to copyright
allusion book /əlu(ə)n bυk/
noun a collection of allusions or references to a writer from other works
almanac /ɔlmənk/ noun a book of
information, often in tables, about
events on particular days of the year
such as tides, new moons, times of
sunset and festivals
alphabet /lfəbet/ noun a set of
letters or symbols in a fixed order used
for writing the words of a language
alphabetical / lfəbetk(ə)l/ adjective in the same order as the letters of the
alphabet
alphabetical index / lfəbetk(ə)l
ndeks/ noun an index where the items
are listed in the order of the letters of the
alphabet
alphabetically
/ lfəbetkli/
adverb in alphabetical order 쑗 The files
are arranged alphabetically under the
customer’s name.
alphabetical order / lfəbetk(ə)l
ɔdə/ noun arrangement according to
the usual order of letters in an alphabet
쑗 The authors’ names are given in
alphabetical order.
allow

|

allowance

|

all published

all rights reserved

|

allusion book

|

almanac

alphabet

alphabetical

|

alphabetical index

alphabetically

|

alphabetical order
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alphabetise /lfəbetaz/, alphabetize verb to sort into alphabetical
alphabetise

order

alphanumeric
alphanumeric

alphanumerical

/ lfənjυmerk/,
adjective using a

data

/ lfənjυmerk

detə/ noun data
shown by the letters of the alphabet and
the Arabic numerals

alphanumeric

indexing

alphanumeric indexing

system which uses both numbers and
letters
alpha pulp /lfə plp/ noun wood
pulp with almost all the cellulose
removed
alphasort / lfəsɔt/ verb to sort
data into alphabetical order
alt noun a type of newsgroup on the
Internet that contains discussions about
alternative subjects
alternate adjective /ɔltnət/ occurring regularly at one time and then
missing a time but occurring again the
next time 쑗 The library van comes on
alternate Tuesdays. 쐽 verb /ɔltənet/
to cause things to happen alternately
alternative /ɔltnətv/ noun something that you can do instead of another
alternative
curriculum
/ɔl
tnətv kərkjυləm/ noun in
England and Wales, any available
course of study that is not included in
the National Curriculum
alternative
title
/ɔl tnətv
tat(ə)l/ noun other title information,
also used to describe a subtitle
alumni list /əlmna lst/ noun a list
of past members of an educational institution
always-on / ɔlwez ɒn/ adjective
relating to a home or business with
several computers and mobile phones,
in which Internet access is not restricted
to specific times
am abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Armenia
ambient /mbiənt/ adjective normal
background conditions 쑗 ambient
temperature
alpha pulp

alphasort

|

alt

alternate

|

alternative

|

alternative curriculum

|

alternative title

|

alumni list

|

always-on

am

ambient

amend

|

amendment

|

amendment record

|

/ lfənjυmerk ndeksŋ/ noun a

|

|

|

combination of symbols made up of
Roman letters and Arabic numerals
including punctuation marks

alphanumeric

/ mb$juti/ noun
confusion arising from double meanings to words or writing
ambiguous /mb$juəs/ adjective
having a double meaning, possible to
interpret in more than one way
amend /əmend/ verb to change
something written or said
amendment /əmendmənt/ noun
something that is added to a written or
verbal statement in order to change it
amendment record /ə mendmənt
rekɔd/ noun a record containing new
information used to update a master
record or file
amenities /əmintiz/ plural noun
facilities provided for people’s convenience or enjoyment

ambiguity
ambiguous

|

alphanumeric data

American Sign Language
ambiguity

amenities

|

American Booksellers’ Association

American Booksellers’ Association /ə merkən bυkseləz ə
|

|

səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
representing American booksellers,
which sponsors an annual convention at
which publishing companies have
stands showing their new titles. Abbr
ABA (NOTE: The bookfair sponsored by
the ABA, and formerly also called ‘the
ABA’ has changed its name to
BookExpo America.)
American Library Association /ə
merkən labrəri ə səυsieʃ(ə)n/
noun the oldest and largest library assoAmerican Library Association

|

|

ciation in the world for the support of
qualified librarians and information
workers. Abbr ALA
American National Standards Institute

American National Standards
Institute /ə merkən nʃ(ə)nəl
|

stndədz nsttjut/ noun an organisation issuing guidelines for production and distribution of goods and services in the USA. Abbr ANSI
American Publishers Association

American Publishers Association
/ə merkən
pblʃəz
ə
|

|

səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun an organisation
which represents American publishers.
Abbr APA
American Sign Language /ə
merkən san lŋ$wd/ noun a
system of communication used by
people with impaired hearing that uses
motions or gestures of the hands. Abbr
American Sign Language

|

ASL
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American Society for Information Science /ə merkən sə saəti
ampersand

|

|

fər nfəmeʃ(ə)n saəns/ noun a
professional support group for information employees in the USA. Abbr ASIS

animate

|

American Standard Code for
Information
Interchange /ə
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

animation

|

|

merkən
stndəd kəυd fər
nfəmeʃ(ə)n ntətʃend/ noun a
computer code which represents alphanumeric characters as binary code. Abbr

ASCII

ampersand /mpəsnd/ noun a
ampersand

symbol (&) meaning ‘and’
amplifier /mplfaə/ noun an electronic device for making signals sound
louder
an /ən, n/ abbreviation in Internet
addresses, the top-level domain for
Netherlands Antilles
analects /nəlekts/ plural noun a
collection of miscellaneous writings
analogue /nəlɒ$/ adjective relating
to data in physical rather than numerical
form
analogy /ənlədi/ noun a way of
describing similarities between two
different things
analyse /nəlaz/ verb to examine a
situation in detail in order to understand
it better
analysis /ənləss/ noun the process
of examining something in detail
analyst /nəlst/ noun a person who
analyses data
analytical entry /nə ltk(ə)l
entri/ noun a catalogue entry for a part
of a book or periodical which refers to
the work containing it
ancestral file /n sestrəl fal/ noun
a system of backing up computer files,
from son to father to grandfather file,
where the son is the current working file
anchor /ŋkə/ verb to hold firmly to
a solid base
ancillary
/nsləri/
adjective
supporting the main structure
ancillary worker /nsləri wkə/
noun a person in an organisation whose
work supports the main aims of the
organisation
anecdotal / nkdəυt(ə)l/ adjective
consisting of or based on second-hand
amplifier

an

analects

analogue

analogy

|

analyse

analysis

|

analyst

analytical entry

|

ancestral file

|

anchor

ancillary

|

ancillary worker

|

anecdotal

|

accounts rather than first-hand knowledge or scientific investigation
animate /nmet/ verb to draw
pictures for films which make cartoon
characters appear to move
animation / nmeʃ(ə)n/ noun the
technique of drawing or photographing
successive pictures to create the idea of
movement
animator /nmetə/ noun a person
who draws or photographs the pictures
that make up cartoons
ann. abbreviation annals
annal /n(ə)l/ noun a periodical that
records events and reports in a field of
research
annals /n(ə)lz/ plural noun history
in general, as it is recorded in books and
other documents
annexe noun /neks/ 1. an appendix,
epilogue or other additional material
attached to a larger document 2. US a
supplement to a specialised book 쐽 verb
/əneks/ to attach something such as a
document
annotate /nətet/ verb to add notes
to something written in order to explain
it more fully
animator

ann.

annal

annals

annexe

|

annotate

annotated

bibliography

annotated bibliography

/ nətetd bbliɒ$rəfi/ noun a bibli|

ography with notes

annotated catalogue / nətetd
annotated catalogue

ktəlɒ$/ noun an alphabetical list of
items with additional notes of explanation
annotated text / nətetd tekst/
noun text with notes written by an editor
annotation / nəteʃ(ə)n/ noun a
note written to explain items in a text
annual /njuəl/ adjective 1.
happening once a year 2. coming out
once a year 쐽 noun a book that is
published and updated once a year
annually /njuəli/ adverb each year
쑗 Our prices are raised annually on
March 1st.
annual publication / njuəl pbl
keʃ(ə)n/ noun a book, journal or
document that is published once a year
annual review / njuəl rvju/
noun an inspection that takes place once
a year
anon /ənɒn/ abbreviation anonymous
annotated text

annotation

|

annual

annually

annual publication

|

annual review

|

anon

|
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anonym /nənm/ noun a publication whose author is unnamed or
unknown
anonymiser
/ənɒnmazə/,
anonymizer noun a website through
which a person browsing can visit the
World Wide Web without leaving any
trace of their identity
anonymous /ənɒnməs/ adjective
of unknown name or authorship
anonymous FTP /ə nɒnməs ef ti
pi/ noun a type of Internet file transfer
in which no password is needed, used
by some organisations to make their file
archives publicly accessible
ANSI /nsi/ abbreviation American
National Standards Institute
answerphone /ɑnsəfəυn/, answer
machine noun a cassette recorder
attached to a telephone which relays a
pre-recorded message to callers and
records messages
anthologise
/nθɒlədaz/,
anthologize verb 1. to gather works
from different writers, musicians or
artists into a collection 2. to compile or
publish an anthology
anthology /nθɒlədi/ noun a book
that consists of essays, stories or poems
by different writers
anticipate /ntspet/ verb to
realise in advance that something is
going to happen and to prepare for it
Antiope /ntaəpi/ noun a French
videotext system also known as Teletel
antiquarian / ntkweəriən/ adjective relating to or dealing with antiques
or antiquities, especially rare and old
books. Abbr antiq.
antiquary /ntkwəri/ noun a
collector, scholar or seller of antiques or
antiquities
anti-setoff paper / nti setɒf
pepə/ noun thin transparent paper put
between the pages of an expensive illustrated book
antonym /ntənm/ noun a word
which has the opposite meaning to
another word
anycast /enikɑst/ noun an act of
sending data across a computer network
from a single user to the nearest receiver
anonym

anonymiser

|

anonymous

|

anonymous FTP

|

ANSI

answerphone

anthologise

|

anthology

|

anticipate

|

Antiope

|

antiquarian

|

antiquary

|

anti-setoff paper

antonym

anycast

Apple Mac
ao

ao abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Angola

AP abbreviation PUBL Associated Press
a.p. abbreviation PUBL author’s proof
APA abbreviation American Publishers
AP

a.p.

APA

Association

Apocrypha /əpɒkrfə/ plural noun
Apocrypha

|

books of the Bible that are included in
the Vulgate and Septuagint versions of
the Christian Bible, but not in the Protestant Bible or the Hebrew canon
apocryphal /əpɒkrəf(ə)l/ adjective
of unknown authorship, possibly false
or exaggerated
‘The cardinal’s main objection to the
book is that it presents itself as a
historical document. Acknowledging
that the book is a brilliantly marketed
page-turner, he accused Brown of
relying on apocryphal texts that had
been removed from the biblical canon
because they were imaginative.’ [Irish
Independent]
apostil /əpɒstl/ noun a margin note
or annotation
apostrophe /əpɒstrəfi/ noun a
punctuation mark which indicates either
contraction or possession
app. abbreviation PUBL appendix
appeal /əpil/ noun 1. the attractiveness of something which makes it
popular 쑗 The illustrations have a lot to
do with the book’s continuing appeal. 2.
a request for something to be reconsidered
append /əpend/ verb to add extra
information to something, especially to
a document
appendix /əpendks/ noun a section
at the end of a document giving extra
information (NOTE: The plural is appendices /əpendsiz/ .)
apocryphal

|

apostil

|

apostrophe

|

app.

appeal

|

append

|

appendix

|

|

COMMENT:

Appendices are always
printed at the back of a book, always
starting on a right-hand page. They must
be laid out in a way which shows clearly
that they are not part of the main text.

Apple Mac /p(ə)l mk/, Apple
Macintosh computer a trade name for
Apple Mac

a range of personal computers developed by Apple Inc. that has a graphical
user interface and uses the 68000 family
of processors.
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applicant /plkənt/ noun a person

ARCHIE /ɑtʃi/ noun retrieval soft-

applicant

ARCHIE

who formally asks to be considered for
a job
application / plkeʃ(ə)n/ noun 1.
a written request for something 쑗 job
application 2. the use of a rule or piece
of equipment in a particular situation 쑗
Computer applications are electronic
packages which allow particular tasks
to be performed.
application form / plkeʃ(ə)n
fɔm/ noun a standardised form to be
filled in when applying for something
apply for /əpla fɔ/ verb to make a
formal, usually written, request for
something
appoint /əpɔnt/ verb to choose
somebody to do a job
appreciate /əpriʃiet/ verb 1. to
understand and know what a situation
involves 2. to like something because
you recognise its good qualities 3. to
increase in value
appropriate /əprəυpriət/ adjective
suitable or acceptable for a particular
situation
approve /əpruv/ verb to agree to 쑗 to
approve the terms of a contract 왍 to
approve of to think something is good 쑗
They approved of the new signs for the
library.
approximate /əprɒksmət/ adjective not exact, almost correct
aq abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Antarctica
AR abbreviation aspect ratio
Arabic /rəbk/ adjective coming
from Arabia or from the Arabs
Arabic
numerals
/ rəbk
njumərəl/,
Arabic
numbers
/ rəbk nmbəz/, Arabic figures
/ rəbk f$əz/ plural noun normal
numbers (such as 1, 2, 3, etc.) as
opposed to Roman numerals (I, II, III,
IV, etc.) 쑗 the page numbers are written
in Arabic figures
arcane /ɑken/ adjective requiring
secret knowledge to be understood
archetype /ɑktap/ noun a document or book that illustrates the styles
of a particular time and subject

ware which gives access to Internet
databases
architecture /ɑktektʃə/ noun the
planning and design of buildings or
systems
archival management /ɑkavəl
mndmənt/ noun control of
archives
archive /ɑkav/ noun 1. a public
record, document or photograph of
historical interest kept in an official
repository 2. a collection of documents
and records relating to the history of an
organisation 쐽 verb to put data in
storage
archive file /ɑkav fal/ noun a file
containing data which is out of date, but
which is kept for future reference
archive library /ɑkav labrəri/
noun a library which stores and makes
accessible historical materials
‘The relevant portions of the digital
content identified by the editor will be
retrieved from the data archive library,
automatically
transcoded
or
reformatted as necessary and
delivered directly into the nonlinear
editing
system.
The
labour
efficiencies gained and vast creativity
benefits of a digital archive
management system are obvious.’
[Broadcast Engineering]
archivist /ɑkvst/ noun a person
who organises archives
area /eəriə/ noun a space in a building
such as a library, designated for a particular purpose, e.g. reference area
argument /ɑ$jυmənt/ noun 1. a
disagreement between two or more
people 2. a set of reasons used to try to
convince people
arrange /ərend/ verb to put things
into a correct or desired order
arrangement /ərendmənt/ noun
something that has been planned,
agreed or put into order
array /əre/ noun a set of numbers or
symbols, e.g. experimental data, usually
arranged in a specific order
art book /ɑt bυk/ noun a book with
illustrations, dealing with a painter,

application

|

application form

|

apply for

|

appoint

|

appreciate

|

appropriate

|

approve

|

approximate

|

aq

AR

Arabic

Arabic numerals

arcane

|

archetype

architecture

archival management

archive

archive file

archive library

archivist

area

argument

arrange

|

arrangement

|

array

|

art book
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sculptor, style of design or other art
topic
article /ɑtk(ə)l/ noun 1. a piece of
writing in a newspaper or magazine 2. a
message sent to an electronic newsgroup
articulated
indexing
/ɑ
tkjυletd ndeksŋ/ noun a method
of producing computer-generated
subject indexes
articulation of information /ɑ
tkjυleʃ(ə)n əv
nfəmeʃ(ə)n/
noun the way in which information is
presented so that the user can easily
access and understand it
article

articulated indexing

|

articulation of information

|

|

artificial indexing language

artificial

indexing

language

/ ɑtfʃ(ə)l ndeksŋ
lŋ$wd/
noun signs and symbols used as a

controlled language in inverted order
for subject indexing
artificial intelligence / ɑtfʃ(ə)l
nteldəns/ noun the design and
development of computers which
attempt to imitate some human characteristics. Abbr AI
artificial language / ɑtfʃ(ə)l
lŋ$wd/ noun a man-made
language for use in communicating with
computers
artistic map /ɑ tstk mp/ noun a
map made by an artist rather than a map
maker
artwork /ɑtwk/ noun drawings,
photographs and text prepared for inclusion in a book or advertisement. Abbr
artificial intelligence

|

artificial language

artistic map

|

artwork

a/w
as

as abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for American
Samoa
ascender /əsendə/ noun 1. the part
of a lower case letter such as h, d or b
that projects above the body of the letter
2. a lower case letter with an ascender
ascending order /ə sendŋ ɔdə/
noun a method of organising things so
that each item is bigger than the one
before it or comes later in the system 쑗
The list was arranged in ascending
order from A to Z.
ASCII /ski/ abbreviation American
Standard Code for Information Interchange
ascender

|

ascending order

|

ASCII

assign

ASCII character /ski krktə/
ASCII character

noun a character which is in the ASCII
list of codes
ASCII file /ski fal/ noun a stored
file containing only ASCII coded character data 쑗 Make an ASCII file of the
document for clients who use different
word-processing software.
ASI abbreviation Australian Society of
Indexers
ASIS abbreviation American Society
for Information Science
ASL abbreviation American Sign
Language
ASLIB /zlb/ abbreviation Association of Information Management
aspect ratio /spekt reʃiəυ/ noun
the ratio of the width to the height of an
illustration, used especially in computer
graphics. Abbr AR
ASSASSIN /əssn/ abbreviation
Agricultural System for Storing and
Subsequently Selecting Information
assemble /əsemb(ə)l/ verb 1. to
bring the parts of a collection together
2. to fit the parts of something together
to make it whole
assembly language /əsembli
lŋ$wd/ noun a low-level computer
programming language
assertion /əsʃ(ə)n/ noun a firm
statement of belief
assess /əses/ verb to judge the
importance or value of something
‘Measurement is perhaps the least
developed aspect of KM because of
the inherent difficulty of measuring
something that can not bet seen or
touched. However, if the discipline of
KM is to survive and make a longlasting contribution, it will need to
achieve
greater
levels
of
standardization and better metrics to
assess its effectiveness.’ [Journal of
American Academy of Business]
assessed work /ə sest wk/ noun
assignments that have been judged as
part of a course of training
assign /əsan/ verb to allocate a task
to a person or send somebody to work in
a particular place
ASCII file

ASI

ASIS

ASL

ASLIB

aspect ratio

ASSASSIN

|

assemble

|

assembly language

|

assertion

|

assess

|

assessed work

|

assign

|
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assignment /əsanmənt/ noun a
assignment

task often given as part of a programme
of study
assimilate /əsmlet/ verb to learn
and make use of something
assimilation /ə smleʃ(ə)n/ noun
the absorption of ideas or people 쑗 The
assimilation of immigrants by the host
culture is a long process.
assist /əsst/ verb to help somebody,
e.g. by giving them information
assistant /əsst(ə)nt/ noun somebody who is employed to help another
in their work
assistant librarian /ə sst(ə)nt la
breəriən/ noun somebody who is qualified as a librarian and usually works
with a more senior person
associate noun /əsəυsiət/ somebody you work with 쐽 verb /əsəυsiet/
to connect something with another
having a similar background
association /ə səυsieʃ(ə)n/ noun
1. a group of people or of companies
with the same interest 쑗 a book trade
association 쑗 a printers’ association 2.
a relationship between two or more
topics or concepts
association copy /ə səυsieʃ(ə)n
kɒpi/ noun a copy of a book which has
a connection with the author, e.g. a copy
given by the author to a friend or the
author’s own copy with his or her notes
in it
assimilate

|

assimilation

|

|

assist

|

assistant

|

assistant librarian

|

|

associate

|

|

association

|

|

association copy

|

|

Association Française de Normalisation

Association
Française
de
Normalisation / sɒsisiɒn frɒn
|

|

ses də nɔmlizsiɒn/ noun a
French official body responsible for
issuing standards. Abbr AFNOR
|

Association of Information Management

Association
Management

of

Information

/ə səυsieʃ(ə)n əv
nfəmeʃ(ə)n mndmənt/ noun a
|

|

body which gives advice and guidelines
on the management of information
within companies, and publishes
ASLIB Information, ASLIB Proceedings and Journal of Documentation.
Abbr ASLIB
assume /əsjum/ verb to accept the
truth of something or to take something
on 쑗 He assumed responsibility for the
information service.
assume

|

asterisk /stərsk/ noun a symbol in
the form of a star used to mark things to
be noted: * 쐽 verb to mark something
with an asterisk or a star-shaped
symbol, especially to draw attention to
it
asterism /strz(ə)m/ noun a
triangle formed of three asterisks which
calls the reader’s attention to a
following passage
asterisk

|

asterism

asymmetrical digital subscriber
line / smetrk(ə)l ddt(ə)l səb
asymmetrical digital subscriber line

|

skrabə lan/ noun a high-speed telephone line that can transmit voice and
video data over copper wires. Abbr
ADSL

asynchronous transfer mode /e
asynchronous transfer mode

|

sŋkrənəs trnsf məυd/ noun a
method for transferring data very
quickly using broadband. Abbr ATM
asyndetic / sndetk/ adjective
without cross-references
at abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Austria
athenaeum / θəneəm/ noun an
institution where reading materials are
made available to the public, e.g. a
library
atlas /tləs/ noun a book of maps
ATM
abbreviation
asynchronous
transfer mode
attach /əttʃ/ verb to fasten on 쑗 She
asked them to attach the documents for
her information. 왍 to be attached to to
be working with a company or person
for a short time
attachment /əttʃmənt/ noun a
computer file that is transferred together
with an electronic mail message
attend /ətend/ verb to go to 쑗 to
attend a meeting 왍 to attend to to deal
with something
attendance /ətendəns/ noun the
number of people at a meeting
attendant /ətendənt/ noun somebody employed to serve or help
members of the public in a public institution or place
attention span /ətenʃən spn/
noun the length of time that a person is
able to give undivided attention to
something
asyndetic

|

at

athenaeum

|

atlas

ATM

attach

|

attachment

|

attend

|

attendance

|

attendant

|

attention span

|
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attribute /ətrbjut/ verb to say that
attribute

|

somebody did something 쑗 to attribute
a piece of writing to a particular person
attributed author /ə trbjutd
ɔθə/ noun the name of a possible
author when there is doubt about
authenticity
au abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Australia
audience /ɔdiəns/ noun a group of
people gathered together to watch or
listen to something
audio /ɔdiəυ/ adjective relating to
material which can be heard
audio book /ɔdiəυ bυk/ noun a
book in spoken form recorded on a
cassette or CD
audio
conference
/ɔdiəυ
kɒnf(ə)rəns/ noun a meeting that is
held with the use of several linked telephones to connect the people who want
to talk together
audio media /ɔdiəυ midiə/ noun
communication tools which use sound
only, such as radio
audio tape /ɔdiəυ tep/ noun a tape
which is used to record and play back
sounds for listening to
audiovisual / ɔdiəυ vuəl/ adjective 1. relating to sound and vision,
especially when combined, e.g. in a
presentation using both film and sound
recordings 쑗 audiovisual media 2.
relating to hearing and seeing 쑗 an audiovisual experience Abbr AV
audiovisual aid / ɔdiəυvuəl ed/
noun a teaching or lecture aid that
combines sound and vision, e.g. in the
form of video equipment, software
programs or slides accompanied by
sound recordings
attributed author

|

au

audience

audio

audio book

audio conference

audio media

audio tape

audiovisual

audiovisual aid

audiovisual

materials

audiovisual materials

/ ɔdiəυvuəl mətəriəlz/ plural
noun materials that can be listened to
|

and looked at, such as CDs or slides
with recorded speech
audit /ɔdt/ verb to examine something officially to make sure it is correct
Audit Commission / ɔdt kə
mʃ(ə)n/ noun a government body
which ensures that financial affairs are
conducted according to approved standards, and examines the accounts of
audit

Audit Commission

|

authoring
government departments and local
government organisations
audit trail /ɔdt trel/ noun 1. a
record of all interactions with a system,
kept to assess the level of use 2. a record
showing what operations a computer or
computer user has performed in a
specific period of time
aural /ɔrəl/ adjective relating to
hearing
aural materials / ɔrəl mətəriəlz/
plural noun materials that can be
listened to, such as CDs
aural test /ɔrəl test/ noun a test of
an individual’s ability to listen and
understand
audit trail

aural

aural materials

|

aural test

Australian Society of Indexers
Australian Society of Indexers

/ɒ streliən sə saəti əv ndeksəz/
noun a professional support group for
|

|

professional indexers in Australasia.
Abbr ASI
authentic /ɔθentk/ adjective
known to be real and not a copy
authentication /ɔ θentkeʃ(ə)n/
noun a security measure using data
encryption that identifies the user and
verifies that the message was not
tampered with
authenticity / ɔθentsti/ noun the
quality of being authentic
author /ɔθə/ noun somebody who
writes books or articles 쐽 verb 1. to be
the author of something 쑗 The book is
authored by a college professor. 2. to
create a multimedia presentation or
application by combining text, video,
sound and images using a programming
language or special multimedia
authoring system
author catalogue /ɔθə ktəlɒ$/,
author index /ɔθər ndeks/ noun a
catalogue which is organised according
to an alphabetical list of writers’
surnames
author entry /ɔθər entri/ noun a
catalogue entry under the name of the
person or organisation responsible for
writing or compiling a work
authoring /ɔθərŋ/ noun the act of
creating a multimedia application by
combining sound, video and images,
usually using a script or authoring software
authentic

|

authentication

|

authenticity

|

author

author catalogue

author entry

authoring

|
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/ ɔθərŋ

software

authoring software

sɒftweə/ noun software that allows
users to add their own text and to link
text, pictures and sound within a given
framework
authorise /ɔθəraz/, authorize verb
to give official permission for something to be done
Authorised Version /ɔθərazd
v(ə)n/ noun an English translation
of the Bible made in England in 1611
AD. Also called King James Bible
authoritative /ɔθɒrtətv/ adjective reliable or official
authority /ɔθɒrti/ noun an expert in
the field
authority control /ɔθɒrti kən
trəυl/ noun a list of headings used in a
retrieval system
‘In addition, the ability to reassign
records from one authority control
heading to another [in the Open Q
electronic library system] will aid in
correcting the inconsistent author
headings.’ [Computers in Libraries]
authority file /ɔθɒrti fal/ noun a
list of authoritative forms to be used in
bibliographic records
author’s alterations / ɔθəz ɔltə
reʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun same as
author’s corrections. Abbr AA
author’s corrections plural noun a
change to proofs which is made by an
author, and which is charged to the
author if too many are made. Also
called author’s alterations. Abbr AC
autobiography / ɔtəυbaɒ$rəfi/
noun an account of a person’s life
written by that person
auto-encode /ɔtəυ ŋ kəυd/ verb
to select keywords automatically by
computer
autograph /ɔtə$rɑf/ noun the
signature of somebody famous 쐽 verb to
sign a copy of the book 쑗 He gave an
autographed copy of his novel to the
library.
auto-indexing /ɔtəυ ndeksŋ/
noun the process of automatic indexing
using a computer program
automate /ɔtəmet/ verb to use
machines to do work previously done
by people
authorise

Authorised Version

authoritative

|

authority

|

authority control

|

|

authority file

|

author’s alterations

|

author’s corrections

autobiography

|

auto-encode

|

autograph

auto-indexing

automate

automatic / ɔtəmtk/ adjective
automatic

|

able to operate by itself without
constant user input

automatic

data

automatic data processing

processing

/ ɔtəmtk detə prəυsesŋ/ noun

data processing done by a computer
automatic indexing / ɔtəmtk
ndeksŋ/ noun using a computer to
compile an index to a document by
selecting specific words or items in the
text
automation / ɔtəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun
the use of machines to do work with
very little supervision
autonomy /ɔtɒnəmi/ noun the
opportunity to make one’s own decisions without being told what to do by
somebody else
auxiliary /ɔ$zliəri/ adjective used
to describe a person or a machine which
helps a more important worker
auxiliary language /ɔ$ zliəri
ln$wd/ noun a language that is
used by speakers of other languages in
order to communicate
auxiliary
number /ɔ$ zliəri
nmbə/ noun an additional number
placed after the class number to allow
materials to be further grouped into
subgroups
AV abbreviation MEDIA audiovisual
availability /ə veləblti/ noun
being able to be obtained, used or seen
쑗 The new books were given limited
availability of one week per person, so
that more people could read them.
available /əveləb(ə)l/ adjective
ready to be used 쑗 available time or
information
a/w abbreviation artwork
award /əwɔd/ noun 1. a prize given
for doing something well 2. a sum of
money given for a specific purpose 쑗 an
award to help you to study 쐽 verb to give
a prize or financial grant
awarding body /ə wɔdŋ bɒdi/
noun an organisation which gives a
prize or scholarship
awareness
/əweənəs/
noun
knowing about things
axis /kss/ noun a fixed line against
which other positions can be measured,
automatic indexing

automation

|

autonomy

|

auxiliary

|

auxiliary language

|

auxiliary number

|

AV

availability

|

|

available

|

a/w

award

|

awarding body

|

awareness

|

axis
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e.g. the vertical and horizontal axes on a
graph (NOTE: The plural is axes.)

az

az abbreviation in Internet addresses,
az

the top-level domain for Azerbaijan

